Benefits of Silostop® protective nets

- Eliminate tyres
- Labour saving
- Protect silage cover from physical damage
- Up to 10 years or more in use
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What are Silostop® protective nets?

Silostop® protective nets offer a very strong, long lasting protection for your silage covers. They are designed with a woven structure which allows wind to pass through rather than lifting the sheet, even in very windy areas. This woven structure also ensures that the nets do not accumulate heat and do not cause the silage to heat. Silostop® nets protect from many types of physical damage, such as birds, dogs and hail. Protective nets are very easy to use, and can substantially reduce labour requirements through the elimination of tyres.

Use of Silostop® products results in minimal silage loss, improved animal intake and animal health.

Silostop® nets are available in a full range of standard and custom sizes. Allow for a minimum 300mm overlap when calculating requirements, and when used with Silostop® gravelbags.

Fold up and stack on a pallet for easy storage.

For ultimate forage quality, we recommend combining Silostop® protective nets with Silostop® oxygen barrier silage covers.

Ask about Silostop® gravelbags to weight and seal your protective nets.

Silostop® nets come in 2 versions.

Open net, 220 g/m²
This net has an open structure which allows light to pass through. It is ideal for use on silage covers which have UV light protection built in. Combine with Silostop® 1-step white on black or Silostop® Gold to eliminate spoiled silage and reduce dry matter loss. Use on silage bags to protect from birds.

Anti-UV net, 190 g/m²
As well as all the standard benefits, this net also provides full UV light protection for the silage cover beneath. Use where the silage cover does not have sufficient UV light protection built in. Combine with Silostop® Clear 2-step film for an efficient and economical way to achieve maximum returns.

“Silostop® is the greatest technological advancement since the Kernel Processor! Pull back a layer of Silostop®: see and feel the difference.”

Bob Headrick, silage contractor, Hanford CA

“Silostop® is the best sealed section of a large bunker I have ever seen in my life!”

Dr Keith Bolsen, Professor Emeritus, Kansas State University, USA